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2021 COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE CHANGES 
FROM THE DIVISION OF REAL ESTATE 
Important Changes for Commercial Brokers

UPDATES TO FORMS FOR 2021

Brokerage Duties Disclosure to Seller - Click Here

Brokerage Duties Addendum to Property Management Agreement - Click Here

COVID Addendum - Click Here

CONTRACTS AND FORMS FOR 2021

To view the list of contracts and forms mandated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, click here.

COMMON COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE TRANSACTION VIOLATIONS

Learn about common commercial real estate transaction violations
Division of Real Estate Winter 2021 Newsletter

As a result of a brief discussion at the December 1, 2020 Real Estate Commission meeting, we thought it 
would be helpful to address concerns that the Commission is seeing with commercial real estate transactions. 
These concerns stem from not only consumer complaints, but also the examinations that Division staff 
performs of real estate brokerages. 

When we look at commercial transactions, there are five common violations that we see:
1. the use of non-standard forms; 
2. failure to establish agency relationships;
3. sign crossing;
4. failure to make brokerage disclosures; and
5. failure to disclose conflicts of interest.

Real estate brokers are required to use standard forms when acting as a single agent or transaction broker. 
§12-10-403(4)(b), C.R.S. defines what a standard form is, but the statute also requires the use of a Commission- 
approved form if one exists and is appropriate for the transaction. The Real Estate Commission does not 
have approved leases or property management agreements for brokers to use. During brokerage audits, the 
Division’s financial examiners regularly see brokers that use lease and property management agreements that 
are drafted by attorneys, but the forms lack the mandatory disclosure language on the form. §12-10-403(4)
(b)(II), C.R.S. requires that attorney drafted forms must include the name of the attorney or law firm and the 
name of the broker, employing broker, or brokerage firm for whom the form is prepared on the form itself. 
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https://dmcar.com/_pdf/agenda/ACU2021_Redlined_BrokeragedDutiesDisclosure_NonCRECListings.pdf
https://dmcar.com/_pdf/agenda/ACU2021_Redlined_BrokerageDuties_Addendum_PropertyManagementAgreement.pdf
https://dmcar.com/_pdf/agenda/ACU2021_COVID_Addendum2020.pdf
https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/dora/node/95951


Attorney drafted forms are also required to be created by a licensed Colorado attorney. Colorado real estate 
brokers cannot use forms that are drafted by attorneys who are not licensed here. 

In both sales and lease commercial transactions, we see a high incidence of brokers that fail to establish 
brokerage relationships in a manner that complies with the license law. We regularly hear from brokers that 
in a particular transaction, the broker represented the consumer as a single agent, but there is no written 
agreement in the transaction file that establishes the brokerage relationship. The requirement that a single 
agency relationship be established in writing is mandated by §12-10-408(2)(b), C.R.S. As a result of the new 
rules that went into effect on January 1, 2020, Rule 6.14.C requires that a broker, acting as a transaction 
broker for a seller or landlord, must have a written listing agreement prior to performing any licensed duties. 
The only type of brokerage relationship that can be created verbally, or based on a handshake agreement, 
is transaction brokerage where the broker is assisting the buyer or tenant. 

Another brokerage relationship issue that we commonly see with brokers in commercial transactions is sign 
crossing. One of the leading consumer complaints that we receive is about real estate brokers that blatantly 
disregard the relationship that a consumer has established with a different broker. We have seen numerous 
cases where the broker, who is well aware that a brokerage relationship exists between the consumer and 
another broker, contacts the consumer directly and actively tries to negotiate with the consumer to broker 
the consumer’s transaction regardless of the fact that there is an active agreement in place with another 
broker. Rule 6.15 prohibits sign crossing and the Real Estate Commission does not take substantiated 
violations of sign crossing lightly. A sign crossing violation typically results in a $2,500.00 fine and 
mandatory coursework in ethics and brokerage relationships. 

Prior to eliciting or discussing confidential information with a consumer, real estate brokers must disclose in 
writing what type of working relationship they will have with the consumer. This includes when the broker is 
going to treat the consumer as a customer. The disclosure is required by Rule 6.5 and §12-10-408, C.R.S. It is 
not uncommon during a brokerage audit for the financial examiners to identify that the landlord’s broker has 
not made the required written disclosure to the tenant regarding the working relationship. In the case of a 
broker that is solely representing one side of a transaction, the required disclosure puts the consumer on 
the opposite side of the transaction on notice that the broker is not representing their interests.

Lastly, we see numerous brokers that fail to disclose to consumers that the broker has an ownership interest 
in the property or in a vendor that will be used at some point during the transaction. Rule 6.17 requires a 
broker to disclose any known conflict of interest in writing that may arise in the course of any real estate 
transaction. The rule also requires a broker to disclose in writing that the broker is licensed, whether in 
the contracting instrument or a separate concurrent writing, if the broker is selling, buying or leasing real 
property on his own account. When a broker or brokerage firm is engaged in property management, there 
is a duty to make a written disclosure of any known conflict of interest that may arise in the selection or 
use of a business or vendor. The disclosure is required for any ownership, financial, or familial interest that 
the broker or brokerage has that is associated with the selection or use of a particular business or vendor. 
In sales or exchange transactions, brokers are required to make written disclosures regarding any affiliated 
business arrangements that the broker or brokerage has with a settlement service provider prior to the broker 
making a referral to the consumer. This disclosure requirement is mandated by §12-10-218, C.R.S. and Rule 6.18. 
Depending on the circumstances, a violation of the statute regarding affiliated business arrangements, such 
as a broker requiring the use of an affiliated business by a consumer, can also result in the Division referring 
the matter to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau for action.
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REAL ESTATE COVID-19 DIAL GUIDANCE

In an effort to provide additional clarity on real estate industry and business-specific safety measures, as well 
as, to synthesize information from many state of Colorado sources, Colorado Realtors, in partnership with 
DORA, have compiled the following guidance. Learn more.

CLARITY ON BROKER OFFICE OCCUPANCY

DORA interprets (through the Colorado Attorney General’s office) the “Critical Business” aspect of “real 
estate transactions” to be limited. Thanks to the extensive government affairs work by our partners at the 
Colorado Realtors, the recently released FAQs from DORA represent an expansion of the definition of “real 
estate transaction” from the early interpretations of Field Service/Critical Business. While the “field service” 
aspects of brokerage activities fall under the definition of “real estate transactions” as a Critical Business, a 
real estate brokerage office is not considered a “critical office-based business” and is therefore limited to 
the 10% office occupancy limitation.

PERMISSION TO PHOTO OR VIDEO PROPERTIES

1-26-2021 from the Division of Real Estate

A real estate broker representing a seller on a listing will no doubt encounter the situation where a buyer’s 
broker will want to take photos or a video of the interior of the seller’s property to share with their buyer. 
This occurrence is more likely to happen due to the current COVID guidelines in a particular area, as well as 
when the broker is representing a client that resides far from the property or is out-of-state. In addition, the 
buyers may want to take their own photos and video of the property as they walk through the showing of 
the home. The same is also likely to occur for a property management broker representing their landlord 
client when a broker representing a tenant or the prospective tenants want to photograph or video the 
home interior.

These situations are different from when a listing broker or a hired professional company is taking the photos 
or a video in a controlled setting and the listing broker has the controlled use of the images for their client for 
advertising purposes.

What can you do as a listing broker?
First, having a conversation with your seller or landlord client is crucial to make sure that they understand 
these situations may likely happen. This is important because there may be security issues for the client, as 
well as their tenants in a rental situation, such as the recording of security systems, valuables placed through-
out the home, children’s personal items, medications, as well as other personal effects that can compromise 
a seller’s or tenant’s privacy. That discussion should also include the possibility that those images may be 
shared on the internet.
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While we don’t see the same volume of complaints regarding commercial transactions as we do with 
residential transactions, we have been seeing more concerns come up in both consumer complaints and 
brokerage audits. Brokers that practice commercial real estate are expected to comply with the same laws 
and regulations as their residential counterparts. The growing issues with commercial transactions have 
definitely garnered the attention of the Real Estate Commission, which takes its role of consumer protection 
very seriously.
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/19pUpamdF8Do0nArBYTRcBTSjP2fOkC77UcconRimRXk/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/19pUpamdF8Do0nArBYTRcBTSjP2fOkC77UcconRimRXk/edit


As a listing broker another best practice would be to get permission in writing from your seller or landlord 
client, as well as their tenants in a rental situation, acknowledging and granting permission for a buyer’s agent 
and their clients to photograph or video the property’s interior.  

What can you do as a buyer’s or tenant’s broker?
As a broker representing a buyer or prospective tenant, a best practice would be to not take photos or a video 
of the interior of a seller’s or landlord’s home without the consent of the seller or landlord, as well as their 
tenants in a rental situation, or from receiving consent from their listing agent.
Also, if you have permission to photo or video, share it only with your clients, and express to your clients that 
these images should not be shared with anyone else or posted online without additional express permission. 
As a broker it may be difficult to control a buyer sharing it on the internet or with others, however, the sharing 
of these images without express permission may raise legal concerns.

To protect yourself from possible liability, it may be advisable to obtain the seller’s or landlord’s, as well as 
their tenants in a rental situation, a written Authorization and Release to obtain these permissions. This will 
provide proof of permission as well to ensure that one’s privacy will be protected. Talk with your employing 
broker and legal counsel concerning a written Authorization and Release.

THE CROWN ACT OF 2020 

Division of Real Estate Newsletter Winter 2021

The Colorado Anti-Discrimination Act (CADA) prohibits discrimination in employment, housing, and places 
of public accommodation. Anyone involved in housing related transactions (including real estate brokers 
and HOA board members/community managers) should be aware that they are subject to the housing 
provisions of CADA and that they need to take care not to discriminate. CADA prohibits discrimination 
based on “protected class,” which include race sex, sexual orientation, and religion. During the 2020 regular 
legislative session, the Colorado General Assembly passed, and the Governor subsequently signed, two 
bills which amended CADA to prohibit discrimination based on hairstyles typically associate with race, and 
discrimination based on source of income. Below are summaries of each bill.

On March 6, 2020, Governor Polis signed into law the “Creating a Respectful and Open World for Natural 
Hair Act of 2020”, also known as the “CROWN Act of 2020.” The CROWN Act amended the Colorado 
Anti-Discrimination Act (“CADA”), among other statutes, to address discrimination based on natural hair 
or hairstyles commonly or historically associated with race.

Specifically, the CROWN Act amended CADA at C.R.S. 24-34-301 (the “definitions” section of CADA) to 
define the term “Race” as: “includ[ing] hair texture, hair type, and or a protective hairstyle commonly or 
historically associated with race.” The Act also defines “protective hairstyles” as:”includ[ing] such hairstyles 
as braids, locs, twists, tight coils or curls, cornrows, Bantu knots, Afros, and headwraps.

How does this Act apply to real estate brokers?

The Act prohibits discrimination with regard to both employment and housing matters.

Real estate brokers need to be cautious in the hiring and termination practices of their real estate brokerage 
so as not to discriminate against an individual in this protected class. A review and updating of the brokerage’s 
office policy manual and consultation with employment legal counsel would be both timely and appropriate.
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The Act also applies to housing related transactions, therefore, real estate brokers need to make sure they 
are not discriminating against an individual protected by this Act in the purchase, sale or leasing of real 
estate, with advertising, in their property management practice transactions, or while acting as an HOA 
board member or community manager.

You can read the full Act here, and see the full bill history and other relevant information here. The CROWN 
Act went into effect September 13, 2020.
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https://leg.colorado.gov/sites/default/files/2020a_1048_signed.pdf?utm_medium=email&utm_source=govdelivery
https://leg.colorado.gov/bills/hb20-1048?utm_medium=email&utm_source=govdelivery
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Thank You Sponsors!

For information, contact: 
KELLEN DICK

kellen.dick@efirstbank.com
303.763.2696

efirstbank.com

For information, contact: 
MARTIN GIBEAU

mgibeau@stewart.com 
303.780.4060
stewart.com

For information, contact: 
ROB SAIDI

rsaidi@berkeleypartners.com
720.730.7008

berkeleypartners.com

For information, contact: 
JEREMY ATCHESON

jatcheson@tcco.com 
303.968.8790

turnerconstruction.com

For information, contact: 
MATT BANNISTER

Regional Director – Costar/Loopnet
mbannister@costar.com

720.660.1721
costar.com
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